
Why building a catalogue of functionalities of platforms supporting the collaborative 
economy?  

When creating a catalogue of functionalities of platforms supporting the collaborative economy, 
the WG2 of the COST Action Sharing&Caring ultimate interest is to help communities to better 
reflect their options and make design decisions towards improving their technical 
infrastructures. In the  catalogues, features can be explored as alternatives and possible means 
of achieving a certain objective.  

When listing mechanisms grouped by the functionalities they provide, we aimed at better             
understanding the state of the technology and identifying patterns as well as areas for future               
research. Since our interest is oriented towards the practices of everyday activity in local              
communities, and their everyday use of possibly several technologies, we foresee the result of              
our analysis as useful to support a local community in exploring the design space and making                
design decisions.  

By working our way from concrete mechanisms found in various case studies towards higher              
levels of functionalities, and by providing links between generic concepts and different forms of              
implementations, our catalogue is supposed to serve as a basis for discussion between             
community members and designers. The content is not focused on informing architectural            
decisions and re-use of code and modules, but meant to serve as an end-user design toolkit for                 
empowering communities to reflect on their tools and find possible future directions.  

 

How did we build the catalogue?  

In the collective work of the COST Action Sharing & Caring, we adopted some definitions:               

functionalities are general types of interaction that a platform provides for specific purposes,             
and mechanisms, as more specifically describing how a functionality is implemented in            
particular ways. These definitions were made collectively during the kick-off meeting of our             
working group, during which we also decided that, for the collection of the mechanisms, we               
would use Agorae, an online tool dedicated for social tagging of items with multiple viewpoints.               
Then, during one year and a half (May 2018 - November 2020), we alternated face-to-face and                
remote activities in order to build the catalog. The face-to-face activities took the form of five                
workshops gathering fifteen people and lasting five hours on average. Figure 1 depicts the main               
activities and decisions that took place during  these face-to-face workshops. 



 
 
Fig. 1. Timeline of the collective building of the catalog  

The online Agorae tool allowed us to collectively collect mechanisms and to organize them by 
tagging them according to different topics, or points of view.  

We followed a systematic approach: Looking at platforms one at a time in all their different                
parts, and listing every action a user could perform. For all these actions, we identified the                
mechanisms embedded in the platform, grouping them in functionalities. Mechanisms were           
described as activities, which most of the time are also directed towards an object (i.e.,               
“Doing something [to something]”). By collecting and grouping mechanisms across different           
platforms, we identified sixteen recurrent functionalities, each of which being implemented           
by different mechanisms (we identified 145 mechanisms). For instance: Rating can be done             
by giving stars, giving marks, or by liking (three different mechanisms). We did not select               
platforms to study beforehand, but worked iteratively, extending our analysis until we            
reached theoretical saturation as a collaborative approach within our project. Our intention            
was to get an understanding of the technological mechanisms that support the platforms, to              
identify if some functionalities were more prominent than others, and if they were             
implemented in very diverse  ways or not  

Whereas technological mechanisms could be identified at different levels, e.g. features of a             
system, interface elements, software modules, infrastructure, data management, and even          
the interfaces between different systems, we focused on features and interface elements. It             
means that the catalogue was built from the perspective of consumers and producers of the               
platforms, not from platform owners or other stakeholders, which means that we did not              
deal with underlying “invisible” mechanisms and functionalities related to collecting and           
making use of data, for instance.  



 
How could the catalogue be used?  

We can see the catalogue as a collection of examples, showing some implemented mechanisms              
for each functionality (the screenshots), easily accessible for practitioners, that could support            
the identification and the narrowing of the design space for the technology supporting a              
particular local initiative. By navigating these functionalities, and selecting the ones that seem             
pertinent for their situation, members of local initiatives can become “meta designers”, or             
“bricoleurs” of their own technical infrastructures.  
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